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Abstract

A novel feedback-based rate adaptation scheme is introduced and investigated in this paper. Its main innovative

characteristic is the modulation of the rate increment by the distance between a flow�s present rate and an assumed tar-

geted maximum rate as dictated by the associated application. The previous along with the shaping of the rate decre-

ment by the reported flow�s losses are responsible for a dynamic and self-adjusting behavior that is shown to improve

convergence to fairness, the oscillatory behavior of the rate and the induced packet losses when compared with the basic

Additive Increase Multiplicative Decrease (AI/MD) scheme. Numerical results illustrate the good properties and intrin-

sic advantages of the proposed scheme both under the considered modeling assumptions, as well as under more real

networking conditions by employing the ns-2 simulator. A brief comparison of the proposed scheme with the TCP-com-

patible schemes TFRC, IIAD and the non-AI/MD schemes AIPD, LIMPD, is included as well. Because of the afore-

mentioned induced behavior and assumed flow�s characteristics (min and max rates), the proposed congestion control

scheme seems to be appropriate for regulating the rate of streaming applications.
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1. Introduction

Congestion control schemes are necessary in or-

der for shared resource networks to avoid or over-

come congestion. Such a scheme—that is based on

an Additive Increase Multiplicative Decrease (AI/

MD) algorithm [1,3], a linear control algo-

rithm—is employed in today�s Internet by the
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Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) [2] and is

largely responsible for its robustness and stabil-

ity. TCP has been designed—and successfully

used—for unicast reliable data transfer over low

bandwidth lines. One of its primary goals for fast
recovery from congestion is achieved by halving

(multiplicative decrease factor bD equal to 0.5)

the transmission rate upon congestion. The rate

halving affects the TCP flows� smoothness, making

TCP—and generally all AI/MD schemes with a

small value of bD—unsuitable for the continuous

media (CM) streaming applications. Furthermore,

the TCP�s retransmission mechanism introduces
typically unacceptable end-to-end delay and delay

variation for CM applications. The requirement

for the timely delivery prohibits the recovery of

the lost packets through a retransmission scheme

as the recovery mechanism typically fails to meet

the decoding deadlines [21,22]. This is the reason

why the User Datagram Protocol (UDP), that

lacks a retransmission mechanism is mainly used
to support the CM streaming applications in con-

junction with the Real-time Transport Protocol

(RTP) and Real-time Transport Control Protocol

(RTCP) [5]. Applications that use UDP as trans-

port protocol should also implement an end-to-

end congestion control scheme, like TCP, to retain

the stability of the Internet. Otherwise, all sup-

ported applications will suffer and eventually the
network will collapse [6]. Alternative approaches

focus on providing for a smoother adaptation

while achieving a similar throughput to a TCP

flow [4,16,20,23].

This work is motivated by the need of CM flows

to smoothly adapt their rate toward the fair share

in a dynamic environment where new (existing)

CM flows are initiated (terminated). We take into
consideration the following characteristics/con-

straints of the encoders in order to improve the

adaptation behavior of the CM flows:

(a) the existence of a minimum transmission rate

m that corresponds to the lower acceptable

perceptual quality for the end user;

(b) the existence of a maximum transmission rate
M that may correspond to one of the follow-

ing: (i) the maximum rate of the encoder, (ii) a

high level of perceptual quality, over which

the gain of the perceived quality is relatively

low, (iii) the maximum rate that the receiver

could receive due to link or decoding capabil-

ities constraints;

(c) the fact that commercial CM streaming appli-
cations are rate-based and RTP/RTCP-based,

therefore the use of RTCP reports as a feed-

back mechanism eliminates the need for an

additional mechanism and enables the use of

continuous (as opposed to binary) feedback

(i.e., packet loss rate) in the decrease policy;

(d) the encoder�s inability to adjust its encoding

rate at a high frequency (i.e., once every
round trip time (RTT)) and instantaneously,

resulting in intervals between successive adap-

tation point of larger time scale than that of

RTT.

Specifically, we explore in the present work a

sender-driven rate-based adaptation scheme that

exploits the knowledge of (a) a pair of minimum
and maximum allowable rates (m,M) in the in-

crease policy, which are considered to be common

to all flows in this paper, and (b) the packet loss

rate in the decrease policy. The increase function

depends on the distance between the current rate

and a maximum allowable rate (Distance

Weighted Additive Increase (DWAI) policy). The

use of the minimum and maximum allowable rates
allow for a variable rate increment that is maxi-

mized when the flow�s rate reaches the minimum

allowable rate and minimized when the flow�s rate
reaches the maximum allowable rate. Therefore,

since lower rate flows are more aggressive than

higher rate flows, the proposed increase policy

converges faster to the fair share than the basic

AI which has a neutral impact to the fairness.
We use the reported packet loss rate in the de-

crease policy (Loss rate Dependent Multiplicative

Decrease (LDMD) policy) since schemes based

on loss dependent decrease policies, such as those

presented in [10,29,18], are capable of adjusting

the flow�s rate according to the loss rate and pres-

ent a smoother adaptation behavior than the basic

multiplicative decrease policy. The new rate shap-
ing is based on the current ‘‘effective sending rate’’

((1 � current loss rate) · current rate) scaled by a

factor d (new rate = d · (effective sending rate)).
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